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Call a Truce
dispatches Inform us that it is yet too soon
President Wilson's ostimation to seek to

peace between the warring powers beyondIHPHE
try.

That may be true, but it is not too

men by thousands are dying in the
trenches and hospitals; thousands and tens of
thousands of are suffering for
food and clothing and hearts by millions are
breaking.

If the Hague tribunal is a factor in civilization
why should it not assert itself now and sternly

I call, in the name of civilization, a truce to the
causeless murders that are toeing daily commit- -

t ted in the name of war?
"What holy cause is urging this war on?
What vital principle is to be settled by it?
Take away the lust of conquest, the land lust

' and the hoped for commercial gains and what
would be left behind this upheaval?

The people of Europe were friendly with
each other five months ago. Had the qeustion of
peace or war been submitted to them then the
vote would have been one hundred to ten in favor
of peace. Why, then, should the 10 per cent call
out the 90 per cent to be sacrificed and the hopes

I of millions wrecked?
What will become of the 10 per cent when the

90 per cent come to themselves and survey the
fearful wreck?

When two men who have been friends fall
out and come to blows friends interpose and stop
them. Why should it not be so with nations?

. It may bo said there is no power to stop these
combatants.

There is no physical power, but there is a
moral power which none of them can quite
ignore; why not exercise that power?

The first essay might fail, but why not keep
- that tribunal in session and have it renew its

demand again and again until it will be heard?
The demand should not be to those who are

directing the war alone. It should bo to the peo-

ple to assert themselves and in turn demand

,

peace.
The war is a blot upon civilization. It is as

, if the world had been turned back 3,000 years;

II' as though no cross had ever been reared on Cal
vary; as though no respiration of the perfecting
press had ever been heard; as though no school

.
t house had ever been built; as though woman

was yet a slave; as though the softening in- -

fluences of civilization had all been lost and the
r x lights of all science save the art of war had been

It is said the grass never grew again where

I f the hoofbeats of Attila's horse had struck the

I earth. There seems to be many Atillas now.
M j It is said that Nero fiddled while Rome was

burning. Is it not time that the strings of the
modern fiddles should be broken?

Home Manufacturers
"THE men who control much money are afraid

to use it, the future is so uncertain. But
the men of small capital could organize, cooper-
ative industries and do well. There are many
fields open for this. Utah has fine sand and clay
and kaolin. It would not require much to estab-
lish a pottery; the making of the cheaper kinds
is simple, and vast amounts of it are used in
Utah. When it comes to finer work, then super-
ior work is required, but that could ibe begun. A
few skilled men would have to be imported to
perform the mechanical work, but our schools
should supply the decorators. There are many
young artists here who could embellish the finer
work, and who would delight in it and from a
small beginning a great industry would grow up.

Thousands of years ago the Egyptians made
pottery, some of which was fine' and remains tb
this day a proof of what man could do when he
was in a most primitive state.

The fine pottery of Kinsington has been creat-
ed since the first world's fair in 1851.

The making of fine glass requires expensive
plants, but the cheap window glass, the common
bottles for beer and for preserved fruit does not
require much of a plant, and those articles are in
daily use all over Utah.

It it is true that the fibre of flax, the obtaining
of which has always been so tedious and expen-

sive, can now easily and swiftly ibe obtained by
machinery, then Utah should not more than one
more year pay out so much money for sacking.

The money now paid out for grain and vegetables
and fruit and sugar sacks, foots up a great deal
of money in Utah every year.

We have all the materials needed to supply
a great chemical plant, but the cost of such a
plant is beyond a small company. But such a
plant would show the marvelous variety of rare
minerals which the state contains.

Utah ought to make its own glue, paints and
varnish.

The canneries should have evaporators at-

tached.
It should import goats and make its own Swiss

cheese.
A toy factory would be cheap and Utah needs

more toys than any other state in the Union, ac-

cording to its inhabitants.
The field for small manufactories here is very

great, and if this state can over become abso-

lutely it will be rich accordingly,
for the secret of a state's wealth Is to spend its
money at home, where it is turned right back into
the channels of business.

Then there are some manufactories which are
little art schools in themselves. The miracle of
fusing a little brain and color into a worthless
piece of clay and producing a hundred or a thou-

sand dollar vase when performed gives new

ideas to all who witness it.
Speaking of worthless clay reminds us that

we have much clay in Utah that carries 14 per

cent aluminum. Could it be cheaply extracted H
we might all have houses that in the sunlight H
would outshine the new Jerusalem. M

The Effects of War on Trade
DREMIER Asquith looks for a great rush of H

trade when the war closes, then, after four or
five years, expects some years of great depres- - H
sion because of the poverty of the people and H
their inability to purchase.

If that is true then he must be expecting that H
the money and the securities of the world will H
all have gravitated to the strong vaults of the H
very rich, and that the business of the world will H
consist chiefly in collecting from the poor the jH
interest on the war debt. H

This was what followed in England after Wat- - H
erloo, and in this country after our great war of H
18G1-G- but in both countries the depression was H
not due to the debt, but to the destruction of half H
the money, brought around in both cases by the H
insidious legislation of the rich in order to make H
the debt perpetual and to keep the poor all the H
time paying the interest, H

The depression in France after the Franco- - H
Prussian war was very brief, because the M
poor of France went down in their stockings M
and under their hearthstones, dug up the money H
the government needed and took their pay in M
interest-bearin- g rents, so the taxes they paid all M
came back to them with interest added. It seems
that Germany is imitating that example, for it has M
just raised $1,5000,000,000, not by selling bonds, H
but by giving the people notes for the money H
they subscribe. The money that wars cost is M
not lost, but merely transferred and generally M
has been made to serve as an instrument of tor- - H
ture to the farmer, the small and great manu- - M
facturer the producer on any line, and used to H
swell the fortunes of those who do not toil and HI
do not spin aught except webs like spiders and wji
with the same intention as the spider to catch H
and strangle the prosperity of those whose toil H
supports the nations.

In that way they have drawn to themselves, H
since our war closed, quite as much money in H
interest as there is money in the world. It surely H
was time for a new currency law of some kind. H

Mr. Asquith evidently counts upon Great Brit- - H
a In doing most of the ocean-carryin- g trade of the H
world after the war. He does not think there H
will be much rivalry, except it may be in Amor- - H
ica. H

At .present there are no signs of rivalry on our H
part, but he must not be too sanguine.

When Bismarck exacted the $1,000,000,000 in-- I
demnity from France, he declared that he had
flushed France as a commercial rival for twenty- - m

ve years to come, but she rallied in three years B
and in ten years was stronger than ever. I

And see what Russia has done since her ex-- I
haustive war with Japan! And see, especially, I
what little Japan has done. H

This surely is our country's opportunity, if H
congress, when it meets, has the inspiration to
see what is needed, and the sagacity to set the I
machinery in motion to accomplish it. M


